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ACADEMIC SENATE MINUTES 
october 11, 1989 Volume XXI, No 5 
Call to Order 
Roll Call 
Approval of Minutes of September 27, 1989 
Chairperson's Remarks 
Vice Chairperson's Remarks 








1. Academic Affairs Committee Proposal 
for Course withdrawal Policy 
2. Administrative Affairs Committee 
Proposal for Change in Constitu-
tion: Page 15, Article IV, 
section 1.B; "Selection of 
University President" 
Meetings of the Academic Senate are open to members of the 
University community. Persons attending the meetings may 
participate in discussions with the consent of the Senate. 
Persons desiring to bring items to the attention of the 
Senate may do so by contacting any member of the Senate. 
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XXI-25 
ACADEMIC SENATE MINUTES 
(Not Approved by the Academic Senate) 
October 11, 1989 Volume XXI, No. 5 
~ TO ORDER 
Chairperson Len Schmaltz called the meeting of the Academic 
Senate to order at 7:10 p.m. 
Secretary John Freed called the roll and declared a quorum 
present. 
APPROVAL QI: MINUTES Qf: SEPTEMBER 1L. llll.2. 
Senator Mohr moved approval of the September 27, 1989 Aademic 
Senate Minutes (Second, Zeidenstein). Motion carried on a 
voice vote. 
Chairperson's Remarks 
Senators will find at their places a press release containing the 
new changes in the Board of Regents governing policies. This is 
the latest edition in the wording, which in general I have no 
problems with. I assume that JUAC will have no problems, 
either. 
Senator Zeidenstein: Is there another Senate meeting to discuss 
these changes before the Board of Regents meets and approves 
them? 
Senator Schmaltz: No. The Board meets next week, and our next 
Senate meeting is October 25th. He called the Senate's attention 
to the last paragraph under Section 3. The President, A. General 
the underlined parts have been changed and pretty much reflects 
what we have been arguing for all along. I suppose any 
senator who has comments could communicate with any of the JUAC 
members: Senator Ritch, Senator Johnson, Senator Raucci, or 
myself, before the Board meeting next week. 
Senator Zeidenstein: I am not anticipating any problems, but 
based on media stories I have seen, am I correct in assuming 
without having read through all this that the key phrase of 
"system coordination" is never really operationally defined. 
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Senator Schmaltz: Yes, that is true. That is one of my own 
personal concerns. I said somewhere that I was 90% pleased 
with the changes in wording. The other 10% is not unhappiness 
so much as concern. An awful lot will depend on how the 
Chancellor defines system-wide concerns. 
Senator Zeidenstein: To me, using the word system-wide would 
assume concerns affecting all three schools. There are three 
components of the system. How many things that ISU does affect 
all three schools? 
Senator Schmaltz: The only argument that I have heard the other 
way is that one school could do something so horrendous that it 
would affect the entire system and we would lose our credibility. 
In as sense, a campus issue could become system-wide. 
Vice Chairperson's Remarks 
senator Rendleman had no remarks. 
student ~ President's Remarks 
Student Body President Dan Schramm stated that the SBBD had 
reviewed the Academic Affairs Committee Proposed withdrawal 
Policy and we are adamantly against the six week limit. We 
would like to state that for the record. We would be more 
than willing to compromise to an eight week limit. Another 
thing that I think might be of interest to the Academic Senate 
is that many students, especially December graduates, have come 
in to the SBBD and feel that now they are graduating in four and 
one half or five years, they feel that they have not really 
learned anything at this university. This is kind of alarming. 
We are doing a study of Seniors this year, soliciting different 
comments from Senior students on various courses that they felt 
absolutely meant nothing to them and we will see what kind of 
comments these students have. We agree that the effort has to 
be put in. The study should be pretty interesting. Getting 
back to the Course Withdrawal Policy, as an example, although 
I am only one of 22,000 students, I have two courses at the 
present time in which I have not been evaluated during the 
first eight weeks of class. 
Senator Schmaltz: Some of the faculty members agree 
completely--that students have not learned a thing in four and 




I received a letter from one of the senators raising a question 
about ASPT guidelines, and as you will recall, I mentioned that 
in the state of the University comments. I would like to quote 
if I may parts of a letter summarizing the kinds of concerns that 
I heard last year when I visited with the faculty in academic de-
partments. Also, I think there were concerns raised in last 
year's Educational Leadership Initiative Report regarding the 
ASPT process. I am quoting from the senator's letter: "It is 
my opinion that the current procedures for faculty hiring and 
evaluation are outdated concerning the increased emphasis that is 
placed on research. As I am a strong supporter of both quality 
research and superior teaching, I believe the concept that divi-
sional appointments, that is hiring faculty for only research or 
only teaching or various combinations of these dependent upon 
department needs, should be adopted by the university. It seems 
that the current ASPT evaluation procedures do not reward faculty 
who excel in either teaching or research or service . The current 
procedures seem to reward faculty for doing the minimum required 
where the minimum is acceptable for teaching, and service, to 
qualify for exceptional merit. The current system tends to 
reward mediocrity. Faculty who excel in teaching, fall short in 
research, and faculty who excel in research fall short in 
teaching, and do not receive exceptional merit and consequently 
receive lower raises." Aside from raising the question of 
the administration, provisional appointments are contrary to some 
of the administrative BOR guidelines. The answer to that is no. 
I would like to read another part of the letter: "I am fully 
aware that each department chairperson can give each departmental 
faculty member any proportional assignment of teaching, research, 
and service that they want, but there is a Catch 22. Faculty 
are largely evaluated on merit on a common basis regardless of 
assignment." I would suggest that those are the things I heard 
a lot of as I visited academic departments last year. About the 
time I got this note I had written to the University Review Com-
mittee and the Executive Committee of the Academic Senate, re-
flecting those department visits of last year, and have asked 
that they give some thought to looking at this ASPT process. 
"The comments that have been forwarded to me include a concern 
for more categories of merit than the two of the three now being 
used by most departments, the impression that all faculty are 
expected to meet one set of criteria rather than having faculty 
evaluated based on the diversity of faculty roles in a depart-
ment, and the inability of department chairs and deans to have 
much influence on the faculty incentive and reward philosophy and 
practices of the department and college. I think it would be 
very useful to somehow solicit comments on the ASPT process from 
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our faculty and to give consideration to possible recommendations 
for improving the system." I guess what I would like to ask, and 
the question this senator who wrote to me asked, is how do we go 
about soliciting these views of our faculty members. Should the 
University Review committee do it? Should there be a specially 
appointed Senate committee to do this? Or should the President 
appoint a university-wide committee to review this? As I said 
to a department I visited last week, I think this is a faculty 
matter. The faculty need to study it, rather than the adminis-
tration trying to alter guidelines, etc. I would like to ask 
the faculty how they would like this reviewed, if at all. I 
would point out that there are a large number of faculty who 
would like to see some conclusions. 
Senator Ritt: I would like to call attention to the President 
and the Senate that we have a Faculty Affairs committee and 
a University Review Committee and these are the appropriate 
committees to study this. The Executive Committee will be 
forwarding this matter to the University Review Committee and 
the Faculty Affairs Committee. 
Senator Schmaltz: That will happen at the next Executive 
Committee Meeting. 
Senator Zeidenstein: The complaints or allegations or assertions " 
from the senator's letter, I don't know how much there is in 
his/her department or college, they don't strike me as sounding 
tenable. Again, I don't know the entire university or that 
department. What I am suggesting is that a large number or 
small number of squeaky wheels should not necessarily drive a 
university-wide change. Under the aegis of the URC or the 
Faculty Affairs Committee, the one thing we might want to find 
out is in a survey of faculty, not just "are you disgruntled, 
are you sad, are you blue, tell me true," but offer an alterna-
tive "how do you respond to separate hiring, separate evalua-
tions, of your department, etc." We need to discover if this 
discontent is localized, and what particular circumstances 
cause that. We may not need a university-wide change. 
President Wallace: That is why I said in my memo that I felt 
it was important to solicit comments from the faculty because 
I think somewhere from 1/3 to 40% of the departments that I 
visited, suggested a survey like that. With the exception of 
about six faculty, all faculty members at the university last 
year fell within the exceptional merit or merit category. 
I think there was an inference there. 
Senator Zeidenstein: Some of us with institutional memories 
of it recall that in the past we have had more categories. Maybe 
not categories for what we do, but categories that did not work 
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out well earlier. 
Provost strand had no remarks. 
Vice President for Student Affairs Neal Gamsky had no remarks. 
Vice President for Business and Finance had an excused absence. 
INFORMATION ITEMS 
~ Academic Affairs committee Proposal for Course Withdrawal 
Policy. 
Chairperson of the Academic Affairs Committee, Carroll Taylor, 
introduced the previous Academic Standards committee Chair, 
Mark Kaiser, Foreign Languages, who would present the course 
withdrawal policy they had revised, and answer questions. 
Mark Kaiser, former Chair of Academic Standards, stated that 
the decision to evaluate the course withdrawal policy was made 
in the Spring of 1988, and in the Fall of 1989, the committee 
began its review. We spent the entire year struggling with 
such questions as: "The purpose of having the course withdrawal 
policy," "The problem of grades and withdrawal dates", and other 
details of the policy before reaching our final set of recommen-
dations. What you have before you represents many hours of 
careful consideration as to what the members of Academic Stand-
ards feel is in the best interest of Illinois state University. 
We began by questioning the purpose of the withdrawal policy. 
We came to the conclusion that the withdrawal policy should exist 
to allow students to withdraw from a course for which they are 
inadequately prepared, but not to allow students to avoid an 
undesirable grade in the course. If the latter is to be the 
reason for withdrawal, then we might as well permit withdrawal 
after the final grades have been posted. Next, the committee 
examined ISU's current policy. The data shows, I am referring 
to Appendix B, that in the Fall of 1988 for example, 5,331 seats 
were withdrawn. To make allowances for the fact that some 
students withdraw from the University as a whole and then 
drop four or five seats, and that some students might withdraw 
from two courses, still this represents approximately the equiva-
lent of one in four students withdrawing from courses in any 
given semester. Over half of these withdrawals came after the 
sixth week of classes. The grades given to students are also 
part of the problem. Overall, 67% recieve WX, 30% WP, and 3% 
WF. When we look at withdrawal after the eighth week, WX 
still receives 41%, WP 53%, and WF only 6%. WX is defined as 
withdrawal before grade is determined. I would suggest to you 
that we have a pedagogical problem if faculty are unable to 
determine the grade for 35% of our students as late as the 
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eleventh or twelfth week of classes. However, in talking with 
a number of faculty, I am convinced that this is not the nature 
of the beast. In fact, what happens is that many faculty are 
unwilling to give a student a WF, thereby failing him, and in-
stead grant a WX, washing their hands of the whole matter. I 
myself plead guilty. In our attempt to devise an alternative 
policy, Academic Standards sought input from a number of sources. 
We had access to the appropriate sections of the Provost's survey 
of faculty, and we noted in passing that a majority of faculty 
responding to that survey supported a withdrawal period of six 
weeks or less. Academic Standards surveyed department chairs and 
deans, the majority of which supported a withdrawal period of 
six weeks or less. We also attempted to survey the heads of a 
number of student organizations, but received no response. I do 
note in passing that this morning's student newspaper carried an 
editorial supporting the six week withdrawal period. The policy 
we recommend has the following features: (1) withdrawal to be 
limited to the end of the sixth week, although a majority of the 
faculty members on Academic Standards supported a withdrawal 
period limited to the fourth week, students were concerned that 
this would provide no opportunity for feedback on performance. 
A susbstantial majority of the department chairs felt that stu-
dents would be provided some kind of evaluation by the end of the 
sixth week, and that this should be considered in the formulation 
of a withdrawal policy. (2) Only WX would be granted. 
(3) Faculty signatures would be required after the second week 
of classes. This will enable faculty to counsel students as to 
the advisability of withdrawal. The committee feels that a 
policy which encourages faculty/student contact on such a serious 
matter as course withdrawal should be of positive pedagogical 
value. (4) After the sixth week of classes, course withdrawal 
would be permitted only under extraordinary circumstances as 
determined by the Associate Dean of Undergraduate Instruction. 
Senator Schramm: Do you know how much it costs for a student 
to pay for over twelve hours of class work. It is roughly 
$1,100. Do you know when a student is able to get a full 
refund back? (The day before classes start: or all but 
$30 back if he drops by the tenth day of class.) Did you take 
these things into consideration when your Committee was deliber-
ating this issue? 
Mark Kaiser: No, we did not. 
Harvey Zeidenstein: A couple of points on making WX the only 
grade and justifying this, even though it clearly contradicts 
the university policy we have had for many years. Would you, 
for the sake of argument, accept the premise that the WP, WF 
as well as WX grades are valuable. Noting, that a majority of 
administrators that you talked to (11 of 17) favored retention 
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of WP, WF, WX . If you considered that the WP, WF grades might 
be useful, why throw out a policy just because faculty are not 
abiding by it. Isn't the problem more with the faculty than with 
the policy. There are a lot of other university policies around 
here that not all faculty abide by. 
Mark Kaiser: In reference to question number three in Appendix 
C, these questions were asked independently. This question was 
not asked, if course withdrawal was shortened to a certain peri-
od, would you favor the retention of WP/WF for example. I assume 
that some of the chairs and deans who answered this question were 
keeping a twelve-week period. Do you want this WX or do you 
want WP/WF/WX. Given that possibility, I think the WP/WF/WX 
system is better than just WX. It does allow for some accounta-
bility. I would say that a policy that is being misunderstood 
and misused by the faculty or a combination of both is flawed 
policy and needs to be rectified. Furthermore, I think that we 
need to recall that the philosophical basis for the re-
examination of our withdrawal policy or what we devised our 
withdrawal policy on, was the premise that withdrawal should be 
not to change grades but to allow students to leave a course from 
which they are not adequately prepared. Certainly six weeks is 
adequate time for students to withdraw from that course. 
Senator Zeidenstein: Based on what you just said, if a student 
gets feedback within , the first six weeks, and the student say 
fails the first test or quiz that is graded, can't the student 
decide to withdraw from the course on the basis of that? If I 
make the assumption that the motivation for the student dropping 
the course is the student's judgments about preparation or what-
ever, instead of simply moving back from the fourteenth week to 
the sixth week a decision to drop a course with a WP or WF. 
Mark Kaiser: That might happen. I think that the student who 
fails an examination in the fifth or sixth week has that option 
toward the end of the sixth week to withdraw from the course if 
they feel that they have no opportunity to perform well in the 
course. That certainly is the department policy and would be 
controlled. Toward the end of the sixth week that would be the 
student's option. 
Senator Zeidenstein: And the grade would be WX. (Yes) 
Much as there are demands for a WX now, at the end of the period. 
Another question: It is all very nice to ask chairs and deans 
what their own faculty can do, but the end of the sixth week is 
it not possible in some courses, because of the way they are 
structured, or say very large lecture sections, that the idea of 
a faculty member evaluating 250-300 students all by the end 
of the sixth week and "conseling students about whether they 
should drop or not" in such a large class is a bit naive. 
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Mark Kaiser: The demands on a large class would be significant. 
I think that this does not necessarily mean that we have to have 
a mid-term exam before the end of the sixth week. Some type of 
feedback -- it could be a quiz, it could be an interview, it 
could be providing students with sample exams from the past, 
and a sampling of answers. Some kind of feedback to indicate 
what is B performance in this course, what is C performance, etc. 
Senator Zeidenstein: Within six weeks? And evaluate them 
within six weeks? (Answer to both questions: Yes) 
And suppose a faculty member feels about that policy the same 
way you and too many others have felt about the existing policy, 
about giving a WP or WF or whatever is earned on the basis of 
you haven't turned anything in; suppose a faculty member decides 
that's a flawed policy and he doesn't like it. Then what? 
Mark Kaiser: This would be the policy of the university. 
Senator Zeidenstein: We have one nowo One of your arguments 
against it is that a lot of faculty don't abide by it. 
Mark Kaiser: Also, I think that students are encouraged to 
take "wait and see" attitudes on their courses, and ride 
through a semester with very lackadaisical attitudes. This 
policy would tell the students, at the end of the six weeks, 
you are committed to this course. 
Senator Zeidenstein: If this was done at the end of the eighth 
week, for example, would the heaven's fall? 
Mark Kaiser: I think that in speaking of standards, course 
withdrawal should be to allow students to get out of course for 
which they are not prepared, and not to avoid an undesirable 
grade in the course and that by the eighth week, the transcript 
should reflect the student's performance. 
Senator Zeidenstein: It would seem to me, and I would question 
whether the motive you are reading into it, the purpose why 
students do this, --not being prepared for a course-- and you 
are not reading in, I really don't think that answers the 
question: Why if a student drops after the eight week or the 
fourteen week, he is doing it because of a bad grade, whereas 
if he drops at the end of the sixth week, he is doing it because 
he suddenly realizes he is not prepared for the class. 
Senator Rendleman: Dr. Kaiser you just stated that you would 
hope that most instructors would have by the end of the sixth 
week would have a quiz, a paper, or a test graded, within that 
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time. But, did your committee take into consideration that 
many 200 and 300 level classes do not give a quiz, a paper, or 
a test evaluation by the sixth week so that the student can 
know how well he is grasping the material that the instructor 
is teaching. 
Mark Kaiser: Yes we did. And we feel that it would be of 
positive pedagogical value for faculty to provide some type of 
feedback to students earlier in the semester, and we even 
discussed the advisability of the Senate suggesting to faculty 
or requiring faculty that some kind of feedback is provided. 
Senator Rendleman: My question would be: how realistic is 
it to expect that an instructor is going to base his or her 
class structure around a course withdrawal policy. How accept-
able is it that an instructor base his class structure around 
a course withdrawal policy. 
Mark Kaiser: We are not asking instructors to devise or struc-
ture their courses around this policy. We are really saying 
that it would be desirable for faculty to provide feedback to 
students as early as possible in the semester. 
Senator Zeidenstein: How can you say that a faculty member 
doesn't have to give some form of evaluation or feedback, when 
if he doesn't, then the whole policy falls apart. A student 
can't withdraw after six weeks if he doesn't have feedback. 
What happens? 
Mark Kaiser: I said some type of feedback -- including evalua-
tion. Evaluation would be some type of feedback. 
Senator Zeidenstein: Then you can't say that the faculty member 
would not have to give something within the first six weeks. 
Mark Kaiser: I did not say that. 
Senator Williams: I would like to reiterate a hope and guarantee 
for it to happen, that students would be evaluated within six 
weeks. Anybody who could require faculty to do anything, should 
be commended. If a body like this could go out and explain to 
the university's faculty that this was going to be a requirement, 
I would be personally shocked. Another group that has been 
missed, in addition to the 200 and 300 level classes, are the 
400 level classes. There are 400 level classes at this universi-
ty that do not have evaluations within the first six weeks --
some I would say within the eight week time period. A question 
I have is, on your proposal you state that all the committee 
members supported the idea of shortening the withdrawal period. 
Did the student members on this committee support six weeks. 
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Mark Kaiser: They supported the shortening of the withdrawal 
period. They recognized the problem that the university now 
faces. They did not support six weeks. 
Senator Hoss: I would like to echo Senator Williams comments. 
Were graduate student needs considered in this evaluation? 
As an example, the Graduate Student Advisory Council wished me 
to ask if that had been taken into consideration. Most of the 
graduate stUdents on campus have not had any type of evaluation 
by the sixth week of class. In fact, I myself, have not gotten 
any of my exams back yet. I think that would be a concern. 
You have indicated that graduate students, as well as any stu-
dent, should not just drop a class to avoid a bad grade, I agree 
with that. However, one of the elements that you say in here 
is that the teacher or teaching style is judged unacceptable; is 
an evaluation or test form part of the teaching style? And, if 
you do not have such an evaluation by the end of the sixth week, 
then you would not have a chance to see how the teacher tests. 
Mark Kaiser: Perhaps, yes. I think that that can be addressed 
in many different ways. As I said, for example, there are many 
different possible ways of evaluating a student: quizzes, a 
mid-term before the end of the six weeks, an oral interview with 
the student, distribution of sample exams. 
Senator Hoss: Just to clarify for myself and the senate, how 
would you encourage faculty to give exams or to get that type 
of evaluation. How do you recommend that that will happen? 
Will that be from the Senate, or department chairs, -- how 
would that be enforced? 
Mark Kaiser: If the Senate were to set the policy on requiring 
some type of evaluation before the end of the sixth week, then 
the Senate would have to decide what it would do. 
Senator Hoss: 
a student who 
week, could I 
for a student 
appropriate? 
Mark Kaiser: 
If this kind of a policy were passed, and I were 
did not have such an evaluation in the seventh 
go for one of those special waivers that allow 
to withdraw after the sixth week. Would that be 
No, that would not be appropriate. 
Senator Kagle: Would it be possible to include in the wording of 
the policy the existence of the student right or a faculty obli-
gation to receive feedback to indicate performance prior to the 
six week deadline without specifying what that feedback would be. 
Wouldn't it be reasonable to assume that there is a stUdent right 
to receive such information. In fact, it would be inappropriate 
for a faculty member to refuse the student's request for such 
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feedback on which the student could make an informed decision. 
Mark Kaiser: Based upon the deliberations of the Academic stand-
ards Committee, I would say they would support that. 
Senator Kagle: The second question I have refers to withdrawal 
after the six week period. I was wondering how your committee 
would feel about some notification to student and faculty members 
prior to approval of their withdrawal. In other words, I am 
trying to perceive what might happen. For example, there might 
be a student who indeed does have a valid reason for withdrawal, 
but who prior to that time has missed two months of classes, and 
therefore would not pass the course even if this qualifying 
condition had not occurred. There might be some piece of infor-
mation either supporting or commenting on the approach. Also, 
as a means of notifying the faculty members if the student is 
no longer a member of the class. Sometimes when a student is 
not attending a class, the processes of the university leave the 
faculty member in doubt as to whether that student is still in 
the class. 
Mark Kaiser: As I understand your question, the student would 
need to withdraw. That would be handled by the Associate Dean 
of Undergraduate Instruction on a case-by-case basis. 
Senator Kagle: Would it be appropriate for the Dean to contact 
the faculty member and to notify him of the student's name. 
Mark Kaiser: I cannot answer for the committee. 
Senator Jurgel: Regarding Point 4 of your rationale for this 
policy change, "Academic work which is done in groups or by 
special arrangement would not be disrupted after the sixth 
week." Is this rationale really addressing the problem? 
Mark Kaiser: I do not have a breakdown of class withdrawals 
by level. I can only say that I have talked to many faculty 
who have complained about the loss of students in the eleventh 
and twelfth weeks of class. 
Senator Jurgel: A lot of students have problems getting in 
classes when they are freshman and sophomores. 
Mark Kaiser: I can only offer to research that and see if that 
type of information is available from our computers. 
Senator Svoboda: I am a political science major. If I was to 
take Dr. Zeidenstein's American Presidency Class, do you really 
believe that say Dr. Zeidenstein's criteria was based on two 
essay tests during the semester and one term paper of fifteen 
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pages. Do you really believe that an oral examination or a 
quiz will provide me as a student adequate feedback for that 
course if the criteria was two essay examinations and a research 
paper? 
Mark Kaiser: No, I do not think a quiz would be adequate feed-
back for that type of student. 
Senator Svoboda: On point number 7, "Faculty are encouraged to 
provide feedback early in the semester, which students and 
faculty on the committee consider to be of positive pedagogic 
value." Why don't faculty do that now? If it is something 
that they will be encouraged to do under the new policy, why 
don't they do that now? 
Mark Kaiser: I have no answer for that. 
Senator Rendleman: Under the justification, point 2, you say 
that "It will discourage students from registering for more 
courses than they intend to complete, and thereby increase the 
number of seats available." But, shouldn't this really say 
that this policy will just require the students who over-register 
to drop the class earlier, which they intend to drop anyway. 
Say, they knew they were going to drop one class, so they will 
just have to drop the class earlier. Instead of actually dis-
couraging people from dropping classes. 
Mark Kaiser: There could be that effect for some students. 
I think that if we can make a dent in the general overall 
number of withdrawals in the university that over time we 
might see this benefit of the policy. 
Senator Rendleman: That's my point. You really don't reduce 
the number of withdrawals. Don't you just reduce the time 
which the student has to withdraw. Your are just compressing 
all those ..... 
Mark Kaiser: I think that one of the purposes in the policy is 
to encourage students to realize at an early stage in the 
semester that they are in class to stay, that there is no 
option to withdraw if they are not doing well after the 
tenth week. This will encourage a higher retention of 
students in classes. 
Senator Rendleman: Page 26 of the 1989-90 ISU Catalog 
reads: "Students are advised strongly to complete courses in 
which they are enrolled and not to withdraw from courses after 
the program change period unless absolutely necessary." 
I question the wisdom of the second sentence in point 1 of 
your rational: "The current policy encourages a "wait and 
see" attitude on the part of students. 
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Mark Kaiser: Obviously when they wrote that catalog copy, 
they realized that they have a problem with withdrawals, and 
that something needs to be done. The withdrawal rate is much 
too high or they would not need that warning in the catal~g. 
Senator Schramm: I just want to ask for clarification on the 
first page where it says: "After the sixth week of clas~es 
withdrawal should be permitted only under extraordinary circum-
stances, as determined by the Associate Dean of Undergraduate 
Instruction. Examples of extraordinary circumstances include 
medical and emotional illnesses, extreme financial reasons, etc." 
Am I correct in saying that students should refrain from medical 
and emotional illnesses, extreme financial reasons, etc . That 
can happen within the first six weeks -- but what happens if 
a student is emotionally or medically ill for his first quiz 
or evaluation? Did you take into account that students do 
have illnesses within the first six weeks also. 
Mark Kaiser: Before the sixth week a student could withdraw 
from a course in the normal way. They would have that option. 
It is only after the withdrawal period is over that extraordinary 
circumstances are considered. 
Senator Richardson: Would you say that it is the concensus of a 
lot of faculty that the current system is for the benefit of the 
poorer student, not the late withdrawal problem. 
Mark Kaiser: I am not sure that I see the reasoning behind this. 
Senator Richardson: I mean, the waiting and looking, this does 
not seem to me that this will be an advantage to the better 
students in your class. In other words, the current policy, 
or the policy that your are proposing, it seems to me if you 
have a good student, it wouldn't make any difference which policy 
you had in effect--the new policy or the current policy. 
Mark Kaiser: No. 
Senator Richardson: The second point that I would like to bring 
up and question, there are a lot of questions about when the 
evaluation should be done, don't you feel that the evaluation 
instrument is a very important part of the class and shouldn't 
that be left up to the faculty member? 
Mark Kaiser: Yes, but I think it is desirable to provide that 
initial feedback to students at the earliest possible time in the 
semester. 
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Senator Richardson: For example., in an undergraduate course, 
all undergraduate courses I have taught, there would be initial 
feedback by the sixth week. To be quite honest, in graduate 
courses it is a little bit different. I grade them differently 
because I am trying to do different things in different courses. 
I guess what I am getting at is when we are talking about tests 
it seems to me that the comment has been: well, we'll require 
this. Testing is an important part of the class and it might 
be different for different classes. 
Mark Kaiser: It might be appropriate to have two different 
policies -- one for undergraduate students and another policy 
for graduate students. 
Senator Richardson: We take up a lot of time talking about 
the evaluation problems here, but don't students have the option 
of being able to consult with other students who have taken a 
class and obtaining an idea of what was required of that class 
before going into it. with respect to Dr. Zeidenstein's ques-
tion, students would have a feeling of what is going to be 
expected in this class before they are in the class and being 
graded for it. 
Mark Kaiser: In all classes that I know of, we provide students 
with detailed syllabi giving what the student performance will be 
judged on, etc. at the beginning of classes. 
Senator Ritt: As an independent proposition, did it enter your 
consideration that after five and one half weeks of attending 
class, listening to lectures, reading assignments, and doing 
whatever is required, without any action on the faculty member 
whatsoever, that it is reasonable to expect the student to know 
whether or not they like the class. 
Mark Kaiser: Yes. The majority of the faculty members on the 
Academic Standards Committee have supported a policy of no 
withdrawal after the fourth week of classes. However, we 
realize that our students have concerns, so we made it six weeks. 
Senator Ritt: Is it really felt that under all circumstances, 
some sort of a feedback mechanism initiated by the faculty member 
is really necessary for a student to know how he is doing, or if 
he is supposed to know whether he wants to stay in the class. 
Mark Kaiser: The student will need to decide whether he wants 
to stay in the class or not. 
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Senator Mohr: · In the introduction, under the explanation, you 
said that under "extraordinary circumstances" exceptions would 
be made; however in the catalog copy it says in "unusual cases" 
exceptions may be granted by the Associate Dean of Undergraduate 
Instruction. That is not the same as extraordinary circum-
stances. 
Mark Kaiser: In intent there is no difference. 
Senator Mohr: But an unusual case might be a disease, where the 
student wants to drop out. And an extraordinary circumstance 
might be a student who has mental problems or something, I don't 
think the two things are the same. I think you need to think 
about the wording. Who sets all of this in motion? Is there 
an appeal process for students? Can the Associate Dean of Under-
graduate Instruction decide things on his own? 
Mark Kaiser: I understand that is the current policy. Under the 
current policy, after the twelfth week the student goes to the 
Associate Dean of Undergraduate Instruction for withdrawal. 
Senator Mohr: I served on the" Academic Affairs Committee at the 
time when the current liberal policy was brought in. Members 
of the Academic Standards Committee were resigning, etc. It was 
a catastrophe when this was done. I am quite sympathetic. I 
don't believe it takes a stUdent six weeks to find out what he 
is going to do. They know well in advance. What they do under 
this policy now, in my observation as a professor, is negotiate 
deals with the faculty member. They try to optimize their 
grade points and stay in classes in which they are getting good 
grades and back out of classes in which they are not doing so 
well. I think six weeks is quite enough. 
Senator Zeidenstein: If the students are negotiating, because 
most of the faculty members are more willing to give WX's then 
the stUdent should be given a WF. If the university policy were 
followed, then there would be no basis for negotiation. My ques-
tion is for Senator Taylor, as Chairman of the Academic Affairs 
Committee. Usually when a standing committee of the Senate 
forwards a policy, the committee indicates whether it recommends 
or approves of the policy or does not recommend it. I would like 
to ask Senator Taylor whether Academic Affairs Committee takes a 
position on this policy? 
Senator Taylor: No. The Academic Affairs Committee did not 
take a vote on it. I think that everyone on the Committee did 
have an understanding of where the changes occurred. They were 
pretty well, except for the students who did not agree on the 
six week time period, agreed on the policy. As a committee, we 
simply forwarded the policy. 
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Senator Zeidenstein: Is it reasonable to expect that the next 
time you consider this in the same format, that your committee , 
even if there is a split vote, will undertake a decision on 
this? 
Senator Taylor: Yes. 
~enator Mowles: You said that many faculty, including yourself, 
do not abide by the policy that we have now by giving wx instead 
of WF. Do you really believe that they will abide by this new 
policy in giving evaluations by six weeks. I know you have a 
survey of the department chairs and deans, but do you have 
actual surveys of faculty members that they will do this? 
Mark Kaiser: Whether the Senate wants to implement such a 
policy to require faculty to do so would be up to the Senate. My 
proposal is for a Course Withdrawal Policy. 
Senator Stearns: On the first page of the rationale, it speaks 
of "extraordinary circumstances", is this the same as the catalog 
copy. 
Mark Kaiser: On the last line of the catalog copy it reads: 
"In unusual cases, exceptions may be granted by the Associate 
Dean for Undergraduate Instruction." Perhaps we could rephrase 
that to read "extraordinary circumstances." What we are doing 
is taking that out of the faculty's hands and the Associate Dean 
of Undergraduate Instruction understands that this should be an 
unusual circumstance. 
Senator Stearns: WX is not a grade. In our department we have 
many courses that have clinical experiences as part of the class 
which do not begin until the sixth, seventh, or eighth week of 
class. If you are unable to place the students in clinical 
sites until later in the semester, how can you evaluate that 
person's ability to perform. 
Mark Kaiser: We realized in our deliberations that there would 
be cases where it would be difficult to establish an evaluation 
of students before the end of the sixth week. 
Senator Stearns: Did you consider clinical experiences? 
Mark Kaiser: No. 
Senator Kagle: Could that be handled by the sixth week of the 
course, rather than the sixth week of the semester? 
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Senator Stearns: The classes start at the beginning of the 
semester, but because you have limited clinical experience . 
sites, you have to place students in sites later in the 
semester. If we are going to have a policy that strips the 
faculty of the right to make a decision on grades, we are 
going to have to a policy that makes up for that . 
Senator Belville: I realize that the proposal would raise 
Academic Standards. However, suppose a student is in a class 
and misses an assignment at eight weeks. This could affect 
his grade for the whole class. 
Mark Kaiser: In your first case, I assume that the faculty 
member would make adjustments in his or her policy, given 
the fact that there is a different withdrawal policy at the 
university. In the second case, I am not sure I followed 
all the details. In the case that a student has already failed 
the course, and has no hope of salvaging the course, should he 
be stuck in that class until the end of the semester? That 
could be said about our current policy. A student could be 
failing a course at the end of the thirteenth week and then 
be stuck in that course also . Following that argument to its 
logical conclusion, we might as well have a withdrawal period 
after the grades have already been posted. 
Senator Freed: I have three questions for you. I hope to get 
some more information so that we could have a more informed 
debate the next time around. First of all, can you get us some 
sort of information on the distribution of these withdrawals, 
by 100 level classes, by University Studies, so that we may 
have a more informed debate as to where the problem exists if 
there is a problem. 
Dr. Larry Quane: We can try to obtain that information for you. 
Senator Freed: The second question is, do we have any informa-
tion about how many university study courses (where most of the 
problem with withdrawals probably exists) -- how many of these 
courses have some sort of an evaluation by the sixth week. We 
have been raising all sorts of questions about clinical classes, 
etc. The question is, if the heart of the problem tends to be 
the large lOO-level survey courses, do we have any knowledge on 
how many of these courses have any evaluation. Are we just 
going by seat of our pants judgment. 
Dr. Larry Quane: We do not have a breakdown by course type. 
Senator Freed: We do not have any information on whether the 
faculty is requiring exams, or not requiring exams or what? 
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Dr. Larry Quane: In individual courses, there is no university 
policy which requires faculty to have such evaluations by the 
end of the sixth week. There is no way or central source that 
has that type of information. 
Senator Freed: The third question, if the purpose of all of this 
is to raise academic standards, and I think it is, and thus 
presumably make an ISU degree more valuable, my question then 
is, did you do any comparisons with comparable institutions or 
better institutions what their withdrawal policies are. For 
instance, what the withdrawal policies at Northern or the Univer-
sity of Illinois are? 
Mark Kaiser: We did look at withdrawal policies at other insti-
tutions both in state and and out of state, comparable and not 
so comparable. There is a wide range of possibilities. 
ISU's policy tends to be more lenient. Time limits vary from 
the second week through the end of the semester. I don't recall 
the specifics of each institution. We looked at several 
schools: Northern, Southern, University of Illinois, Indiana 
state, University of Indiana, Iowa State, University of Iowa, 
University of Wisconsin, etc. 
Senator Freed: Could you provide us at least with information 
from NIU, SIU, and the University of Illinois so we have a 
comparison group to see where we stand. 
Senator Hoss: First of all, I would like to agree with several 
senators. Students do know, to some extent, what a course is 
going to be like and what the faculty are like. Students do 
have savvy in dealing with courses, etc. That is all true as 
far as I am concerned to some extent. I am worried about the 
incoming freshman. He doesn't have this information. He doesn't 
know who to sign up for, and he/she probably doesn't have the 
savvy to get through a class or to know when it is time to bail 
out of a class. I am concerned that six weeks is not long 
enough, perhaps, for some incoming freshmen, who might get in 
over their heads and start off college with an F. Do you think 
that this may be a concern? 
Senator Taylor: In that light, this is a better policy than 
the present one. It only allows a WX grade. The WF grade 
that we now have is like an F. There is still the stipulation 
that a student may only repeat a course once. 
Senator Hoss: I agree with you entirely, having the WX only 
is better than having WP/WF. That is a good element. My 
concern is that incoming freshman, ready to show off to morn 
and dad, is giving it the old college try, and wipes out by 
the seventh week. Unless he gets sick, he is in big trouble. 
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Graduate students, seniors, and juniors can probably deal 
with it a little better and sense when it is time to get out 
of a class. The average freshman may have more trouble. 
Mark Kaiser: Perhaps. But perhaps a student who is flunking 
out should have that particular grade on his transcript. After 
all the transcript is there to reflect student performance. 
If the student has flunked out of the course, then he should 
have an F on his transcript. 
Senator Hoss: Perhaps, if the student had had a little bit 
more time, then he would have recognized that fact. I am 
concerned about the student who takes an exam in the fifth-
and-one-half week, gets their test back the sixth week and 
thinks "I think I can make it through," and by the seventh 
week realizes that was a big mistake. Unless that person is 
mentally ill or sick, he is in trouble. I was wondering if 
there is any kind of policy to take into account the incoming 
freshmen. You are absolutely right, if a student does not 
perform in a class, he should receive a bad grade. But, for 
an incoming freshman, who may not be 100% up to college, is 
it right to slap them on the wrist with an F and say, that's 
too bad. 
Mark Kaiser: I would suggest that a student who is receiving 
a good grade at the end of the sixth week probably is going 
to be receiving a good grade at the end of the eighth week also. 
Chairperson Schmaltz: Meetings of the Academic Senate are open 
to members of the University community. Persons attending the 
meetings may participate in discussions with the consent of the 
Senate. At this time, we have a request from Dr. Leger Brosnahan 
of the English Department to address the Senate. No senators 
objected to Dr. Brosnahan speaking to the Senate. 
Dr. Leger Brosnahan, English: I have a three page paper that I 
wrote, but I will make my comments brief. I would like to 
embarrass a lot of you into better behavior as far as academics 
are concerned -- students, faculty and administration. First 
of all, ISU is rated the fifth out of 12 universities in the 
State. President Wallace pointed out recently that we are 12th 
in per capita funding. I wanted to speak about something else, 
too. As Mr. Kaiser pointed out this evening, 1/4 or 40% of the 
operating budget of the University, state funds and parent's 
funds, go down the tubes here every semester on the basis of this 
14 week drop. If you can stand a little bit of history, before 
1963, to drop a course in this University, you had to see your 
instructor, get his/her permission, the Chair of the Department, 
and the Dean of Students. My information is from people like 
Scott Eatherly who were here back then. You had to be damned 
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sick to drop a course. I am suggesting that if you count the 
students heads here to get your salaries paid on the tenth day of 
the term, especially the professors and administrators. You get 
paid on the tenth day head count. I suggest it is not indecent 
to the taxpayers and parents that students have ten days to 
decide whether to stay in the class or not, and after that they 
have no choice at all. This evening all I've heard is grumbling 
and a basic assumption that a student has a "right to feedback 
that will allow him to decide if he is going to succeed or not." 
That's not equal opportunity, that is pursuit of equal success. 
We haven't quite gotten there yet, I hope. We don't have a 
right to ask for the money we've got, if we are going to fritter 
it away this way. We fritter away 1/4 to 40% of the operating 
budget of the university every term. students ought to be told 
that a W goes on your record and it cannot be removed. What it 
says to any intelligent reader on the transcript is not just that 
you're a failure, you're a damned quitter, as well as a failure. 
It doesn't do any good and there is an assumption that this was 
passed to serve the students. That's absolute rot. It was done 
to serve the faculty. And it is quite clear by operation of the 
rules and what happens with W marks that it does serve the facul-
ty. We don't have failures. We don't have to maintain stand-
ards. It encourages in students the most despicable behavior 
which in the end is a pumped up GPA, a dishonest non-committal 
to courses, or wasting taxpayers' and parents' money. We gave 
the University away in 1963, and it is time for the faculty and 
administration to ask for it back. We have some kind of 
responsibility to the taxpayers of Illinois. Every time I see 
a student who wants to drop a course, I say: "If I were your 
father sitting here, would you be asking to drop the class?" 
The answer is: "Oh, no." I suggest that we can do a whole lot 
better than we have done as a University, as a faculty, as an 
administration, and as students. We could simply be more 
responsible for what we are going to school for. What you owe 
other people when you are spending their money. The country 
and the state are getting progressively poorer. I hope you 
understand that clearly. We are not back in 1963 with a height-
ened empire. We are on our way do~n and we're not making any 
move that is measureable to improve that. Things are going to 
get a lot tighter before they ever get looser again, and it is 
time for everybody to get a little more serious. You students 
should be embarrassed. The history report of this week is 
an example. But I don't blame the students so much, they are 
adolescents, they are under 22, and that means they are not 
adults. I blame the faculty. The faculty put up with both 
their administration and their students. We control the admis-
sions of this university, we control the administration 
of this university if we are a faculty. I think we are still 
failing as adults. The whole world is failing. About 1963, 
with the death of President Kennedy, the whole world seemed to 
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say, "Well, children know as much as adults do." The hell they · 
do. And they don't have the same responsibility. We have the 
responsibility. I suggest, we think seriously about our respon-
sibility to the taxpayers who pay our salaries. You students 
should know that 2/3 of the expense of your education which is 
about $18,000 a year now is paid by taxpayers, not by you. If 
you pay $6,500, the actual price is close to $18,000. What do 
we owe those people? When a student comes in to me, I tell him 
he should go to class for three hours a week and spend three 
hours for each hour in class. That is nine hours of classwork. 
If he has five classes, that makes a 45 hour work week. "You 
expect me to spend nine hours doing homework for one class, of 
all my courses, I don't spend that much time on all my classes in 
a week." What does that tell you about our students. In a 101 
Economics course, there are 400 students. Only 200 buy the book. 
Only 100 read the book. I asked, how many do you pass. He said 
80%. Another speaker stated he could live with 50% honor grades. 
In a University, the winners are always the faculty and the 
losers are the students and the taxpayers and parents. 
Senate recessed for fifteen minutes. 
Senator Vanden Eynden: There was discussion earlier about doing 
away with the WP/WF system. Did your committee find that there 
was dissatisfaction with that system? 
Mark Kaiser: On the part of faculty members, there was dissatis-
faction with that system. On the part of students, no. I think 
the dissatisfaction on the part of faculty was being put in the 
position of flunking a student and the easy out is to give a WX 
to a student. That is why there is such a high number of WX's 
at such a late date in the semester. 
Senator Tuttle: What are other institutions of comparable size 
and stature doing with their withdrawal policies? We had state-
ments about past history, and I guess mine goes back a little 
further to 1958. As a student at this university, there was no 
withdrawal policy. But, that is history. 
Senator Deleplace: Regarding the Appendix A, Catalog Copy, 
Second Paragraph: "For courses of lesser duration, a proportion-
al withdrawal period will apply." How many weeks would be 
allowed for a student in summer school. 
Mark Kaiser: 
week. 
For an eight week class, the end of the third 




senator Deleplace: Some summer session classes are only six 
weeks and that would mean the second week. One of the reasons 
I ask about this is that graduate students sometimes need to 
withdraw from a class because of the work load. I am wondering 
since most of the work in a summer class comes around the third 
week, would you consider extending this withdrawal period during 
the summer. 
Mark Kaiser: As I said earlier, it may be necessary to consider 
a different policy for graduate students, given the fact that 
graduate students do not tend to receive evaluations as early 
in the semester as undergraduate students. That assumes that 
providing evaluations is a part and parcel of the policy. 
Senator Ritch: I am curious whether the committee looked at 
any other models. For example, setting withdrawal policy by 
college, by course level, by university studies vs. courses 
required for majors, or the idea which intriques me the most, 
by allowing each individual faculty member to set his own 
course withdrawal policy. 
Mark Kaiser: We did not get into any of that. There would be 
too many bureaucratic things involved. It would not be possible. 
Senator Ritch: Why not? This is the Senate. We are advisory to 
setting academic policy. 
Senator willilams: Moved to send this proposal back to the 
Academic Affairs Committee (Second, Harper). 
Senator Ritt: There is no main motion on the floor. 
Senator Tuttle: A motion to recommit is a subsidiary motion 
which applies to the main motion. Since there is no main motion 
on the floor, there is nothing to recommit. 
Chairperson Schmaltz: I rule this motion out of order, there is 
no main motion on the floor. 
Senator Ritch: We could pass a sense of the senate motion to 
remand this back to the Academic Affairs Committee. 
Chairperson Schmaltz: Technically, this is an information item 
tonight and will be automatically returned to Academic Affairs 






Taylor: We have this an an information 
Our committee has a right to reconsider 
with Academic Affairs Committee, and we 
do with it. 
item for ques-
it. The item 
can decide 
Senator Walker: Since most of the controversy about the 
course withdrawal policy stems from six to eight weeks, would 
you consider changing that? 
Mark Kaiser: Given the fact that the faculty members on Academic 
Standards supported four weeks and considered six weeks a compro-
mise, I think we will stick to six weeks. 
Senator Zeidenstein: I am correct in assuming that as an inter-
nal committee of the senate which will forward this again or 
might not, that the Academic Affairs Committee can rewrite, edit, 
revise, or amend this document and submit it again. Is there any 
number of weeks involved? 
Chairperson Schmaltz: We want to thank Dr. Mark Kaiser for being 
here with us and answering questions. 
2. Administrative Affairs Committee Proposal for Change in 
Constitution: Page ~ Article ~ section I.Bi nSelection 
Q{ University Presidentn 
Senator Richardson: I would like to make a few comments to give 
you some background for these changes. First of all, Chairperson 
Schmaltz asked our committee last year to consider the current 
policy. I believe he made that request because of the problems 
we faced in getting together a selection committee a couple of 
years ago. Administrative Affairs Committee did look at it and 
came up with this recommendation. 
You will note that the current policy is very vague. It states: 
"A new President shall be elected in accordance with the GOVERN-
ING POLICY FOR THE REGENCY UNIVERSITIES. When a vacancy shall be 
declared to exist, a Presidential Search Committee shall be con-
stituted by the Board of Regents to include members of the Board 
and members of the University community designated by the Academ-
ic Senate. The Academic Senate may recommend to the Board 
specific procedures with respect to the Presidential search 
process." It says simply that the Senate is responsible, it 
says nothing about the numbers. Apparently, last time when 
there was some question about the makeup of the committee, the 
Chancellor was the person who decided to keep the composition 
the same as it had been in the previous search. You have a 
choice of rejecting what we are recommending to you which is 
very specific, or going back to what we currently have, which 
is very nebulous. The major changes are the composition. 
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We looked at other universities, especially SIU and NIU. 
Southern's policy is much the same as ours, very vague, where it 
says the Senate will be responsible. We patterned ours after 
Northern's, which spelled out the membership. I have given 
you on the backside of the sheet an idea of the composition 
for the search committee as it was two years ago. That is 
"Past ISU." I have given you the "Current NIU" committee's 
composition, where it applies to ISU; and the "Proposed ISU". 
The first major change that we made was in the number of faculty. 
We are recommending that we go from three to six. Some people 
will say we are increasing it by 50%. I would like to point 
out that one of the problems that confronted the Senate the 
last time was the fact that we were selecting three faculty 
members from five colleges. Automatically, that means that 
there will be two out of the five colleges that are not repre-
sented. We did discuss whether we wanted more faculty or 
not. I would like to point out that when you compare our 
composition with what the Northern policy is, NIU has 12 with 
a question mark. The policy is that they have one person 
from each college. We don't know how many colleges they have. 
They have at least nine and there might be two or three other 
colleges. We have increased our number of faculty to six, 
and we feel that this was modest. We did not want to tilt 
the balance too much. This will allow one faculty representative 
from each college in addition to the Academic Senate Chairperson. 
The other change was under the students, we have three students. 
We indicated that one of these be a graduate student. 
Senator Williams: The previous search committee only had two 
students and the Student Regent who was designated by the 
Chancellor. The Senate only made two appointments. 
Senator Richardson: We are talking here about the appointments 
made by the Senate. Then what we have done is add one more. 
The other major change was that we spelled out how the selection 
process would occur. This was essentially developed after the 
faculty caucus after the last Senate meeting. At that time, the 
committee was pretty well split over whether the Senate should 
ask for three or four nominations from each group and then the 
Senate select, or whether each particular group should be respon-
sible for their own representative. A vote in the caucus showed 
that in this type of selection process, each group should be 
responsible for selecting their representative -- i.e., the 
AlP Council would select their representative; the Alumni would 
select their representative: and the Civil Service Council would 
select their representative; and the Graduate Student Council 
would select the graduate student: the faculty caucus of the 
Senate would be responsible for selecting the faculty members. 
There was a lot of concern because the last search process 
raised questions and concern about certain groups including or 
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excluding. There was a feeling that that was a problem within 
the group. What we tried to do was include a sentence which 
reads: "All groups selecting members to the search committee 
shall be encouraged to make a special effort to consider the 
representation of women and minority group members among the 
representatives they select and to have the selection process 
open to all of the constituency they represent." The last 
point is that we have a statement in there reading: "Any 
questions concerning the selection of university representatives 
will be resolved by the Administrative Affairs committee of the 
Academic Senate, subject to review and approval by the Academic 
Senate." Previously it was resolved outside the Senate. We have 
tried to draft a document that will represent the feelings of all 
constituencies. 
Senator Freed: Since the underlying principle in the selection 
of members of the search committee appears to be to represent the 
constituencies, that was what we decided at the faculty caucus 
last time, my question is why did you decide to have the Adminis-
trative Affairs Committee, which is composed of faculty 
members and students from all colleges, to present the list of 
nominees for the colleges, rather than to ask the College Coun-
cils from each college to give their slate. 
Senator Richardson: To be quite honest, when we drafted the 
new policy, we followed the guidelines of the old policy already 
in existence. The Administrative Affairs committee has done 
this previously. We could change that. One advantage to 
having the committee decide this, is that minorities and women 
can be balanced out on the search committee representation. 
That would be the positive side of having Administrative Affairs 
bring up a slate. The way we have operated on search committees 




ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE - Chairperson Carroll Taylor 
had no report. 
ADMINISTRATIVE AFFAIRS COMMITTEE - Chairperson Richardson 
had no report. 
BUDGET COMMITTEE - Chairperson Walker had no report. 
FACULTY AFFAIRS COMMITTEE - Chairperson Ritt had no report. 
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XXI -27 
RULES COMMITTEE - Chairperson Marilyn Newby had an excused 
absence. No report. 
STUDENT AFFAIRS COMMITTEE - Chairperson. Schramm had no 
report. 
MOTION TO ADJOURN 
Senator Belville moved to adjourn (Second , Svoboda). Motion 
carried on a voice vote. Meeting of the Academic Senate 
adjourned at 9:05 p.m. 
FOR THE ACADEMIC SENATE 
JOHN B. FREED, SECRETARY 
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